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PATIENTS WITH CEREBROVASCULAR PATHOLOGY EARLY FORMS
RESIDENT IN ECOLOGICALLY CHANGED SITUATION

NON-MEDICATIONAL TREATMENT

A.Ye.Rudenko, V.D.Maly, L.V.Korzhenevsky,
Ye.V.Tkachenko, O.V.Novicova, A.Z.Koval

The new non-medicational therapeutic method - transcerebral
electroeffection (TEE) was applicated in patients with early forms of
cerebrovascular pathology (CVP) - brain blood circulation insufficiency initial
manifestations (BBCIIM) and discirculatory encephalopathy (DE) of I degree,
that formed in ecologically changed situation after the Chernobyl NPP Accident.
The TEE normalizing and stabilizing effection of cerebral hemodynamics is based
on its ability to influence on central branches of vasomotor reflexes and directly -
on vasomotoric centre. The applicated electric current was characterized by AC
(square-wave pulse with 77 Hz frequency) and DC components with 1:3 ratio.
Treatment course consisted from 5 - 6 30 min. daily procedures. The TEE
effectiveness was estimated basing on subjective manifestations dynamics,
neurologic status, brain hemodynamics parameters, emotional-personality
characteristics neuro-mental study (self-feeling, activity, mood - according to
V.A.Doskin; reactive and personality anxious - according to Spielberg), memory.
The treatment results in main study group were analyzed depending on CVP
etiologic factor (vegeto-vascular dystonia (WD) syndrome, hypertension, cerebral
atherosclerosis). The patients receiving traditional, medicational and non-
medicational therapeutic methods - Cavinton and electric sleep were the two
control groups content. The received data prove that TEE is most effective in
BBCIIM and DE of I degree, arised as the result of W D and characterized by
decreased pulse blood supply and increased vascular tonus before treatment. The
positive effect manifested in emotional mood rising, fatiguability decreasement,
cerebral hemodynamics parameters statistically confidential improvement. The
implemented methodology enables to receive the positive results without
medicational therapy and decrease the treatment course duration.
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